
Get a stronger, powerful look with the Robust Pack. 
Pack contains: Front, Rear and Side Lower Decorations and Mirror Caps.

Image includes 18" HR1803 alloy wheels. Sold separately.

YOUR OPTIONS
Personalise your HR-V with genuine accessories.

They have not only been produced to our same
exacting standards, but each one is specifi cally designed

to enhance and fit your HR-V perfectly.

The Aero Pack gives your car a more sophisticated, dynamic look. 
Pack contains: Front and Rear Aero Bumpers, Running Boards and a Tailgate Spoiler.

Image includes 18" HR1803 alloy wheels. Sold separately.

The Aero Pack gives your car a more sophisticated, dynamic look. 
Pack contains: Front and Rear Aero Bumpers, Running Boards and a Tailgate Spoiler.

Image includes 18" HR1803 alloy wheels. Sold separately.

The Aero Pack gives your car a more sophisticated, dynamic look. 
Pack contains: Front and Rear Aero Bumpers, Running Boards and a Tailgate Spoiler.

AERO PACK ROBUST PACK

The Chrome Pack adorns your car with flashes of chrome for 
an extra touch of class. Pack contains: Front Bumper Decorations, 

Rear Bumper Decorations and Chrome Lower Door Decorations.
Image includes 18" HR1802 alloy wheels. Sold separately.Image includes 18" HR1802 alloy wheels. Sold separately.

ROBUST PACK

CHROME PACK

The Chrome Pack adorns your car with flashes of chrome for 
an extra touch of class. 

CHROME PACK

Model shown for accessories is the HR-V 1.5 i-VTE SE in Midnight Blue Beam Metallic. 33 34



PREMIUM BOOT ORGANISER

18" HR1803 ALLOY WHEEL

This innovative Boot Organiser enables you to 
organise your car’s boot space and prevent items  

from moving around while driving.

This alloy comes with Gunpowder Black windows 
and a diamond cut A-surface with a shiny clear coat.

BOOT TRAY WITH DIVIDERS

18" HR1802 ALLOY WHEEL

This waterproof anti-slip Boot Tray is perfectly shaped to fit 
your car’s rear storage space and will protect the boot from 
dirt and scratches. It has raised edges and features the HR-V 

logo. Dividers are included to keep your luggage in place.

This alloy comes with Kaiser Silver windows and 
a diamond cut A-surface with a shiny clear coat.

TAILGATE SPOILER

Add an extra sporty edge to the rear of your HR-V with this 
fully integrated Tailgate Spoiler in body colour.

ILLUMINATION PACK

The Illumination Pack uses a combination of lights to give 
an ambient atmosphere to the inside of your car.  

Pack contains: Front Ambient Footlights and the Illuminated Doorstep Garnishes.
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MIRROR CAPS

Enhance the individuality of your HR-V with these  
EU Matte Silver Mirror Caps. Designed to replace the  

existing ones. Kit contains: Two Mirror Caps.

ELEGANCE FLOOR MATS

These elegant and comfortable fitted tufted Floor Mats with 
nubuck binding are durable and have a woven HR-V emblem. 

Kit contains: Front and Rear Mats.

BASE CARRIER

Expand your car’s carrying capacity with a secure roof  
Base Carrier, including four locks. The maximum load  
capacity is 30kg (maximum weight of 35kg on roof).

DETACHABLE TOW BAR WITH 13-PIN 
TRAILER HARNESS

With this Detachable Tow Bar you don’t need to compromise 
your car’s styling if you’re planning to tow a trailer. It has a 

maximum towing capacity of 1,000kg and a vertical load of 70kg.

SIDE BODY TRIMS

There’s nothing more annoying than a scratch or dent in your car’s bodywork.  
These Side Body Trims are made out of soft, impact-resistant 

material in body colour and provide all-round protection for your car.

DOORSTEP GARNISHES

The Doorstep Garnishes add a personal touch to your car while protecting the door sills from marks 
and scratches. They have an eye-catching, etched HR-V logo and are crafted in stainless steel. 

Kit contains: Front and Rear Trims.
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